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Summary
9 An open-loop insulin delivery system
combines an external insulin pump with
continuous monitoring of glucose levels via a
subcutaneous sensor. The sensor
communicates glucose readings to the pump
using a radio transmitter.
Image courtesy of Medtronic of Canada

9 In four small, comparative studies, adults and
children with poorly controlled type 1 diabetes
who were randomized to use the Paradigm®
Real-Time System had clinically important
improvements in A1c (a measure of average
glycemic control over the previous three
months) compared to baseline.

9 Some studies found greater improvements in
A1c and less hypoglycemia with the
Paradigm Real-Time System compared to
multiple daily insulin injections or pump
therapy combined with conventional
glucometer readings.

9 Adverse events with the Paradigm RealTime System include infection, itching,
irritation, and redness at the site of the
glucose sensor, and rare instances of insulin
pump malfunction.

9 Based on the limited amount of research
published to date, the impact of the
Paradigm Real-Time System on long-term
glycemic control, prevention of diabetic
complications, or quality of life is unclear.

Background
Diabetes mellitus is an endocrine disorder that affects
more than 5% of the Canadian population.1 It is
characterized by hyperglycemia or high blood sugar.
Type 1 diabetes accounts for about 10% of cases. In
type 1 diabetes, the insulin-producing cells of the
pancreas are destroyed.2 As a result, individuals with
type 1 diabetes need daily injections of insulin to
survive. Without adequate control of blood glucose,
symptoms of hyperglycemia (excessive thirst, excessive
urination, and unexplained weight loss) are immediately
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apparent. The long-term complications of chronic
hyperglycemia include blindness, kidney disease,
amputation, and cardiovascular disease.3

The Technology
Open-loop insulin delivery systems combine insulin
administration by continuous subcutaneous infusion and
monitoring of glucose levels.4 The Paradigm Real-Time
System is an open-loop insulin delivery system that
combines a Paradigm insulin pump with components of
the Guardian® Real-Time Continuous Glucose
Monitoring System.5
The insulin pump delivers basal infusion and meal-time
bolus doses of insulin subcutaneously into the abdominal
wall (continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion or CSII).
The insulin is delivered using an infusion set (a flexible
delivery cannula with a small needle on the end).6 The
insulin pump is about the size of a pager and can be
worn on a belt. The continuous glucose monitoring
system (CGMS) measures glucose in the interstitial fluid
(the fluid that surrounds tissues) using a wire-like sensor
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that is implanted subcutaneously into the abdomen.7
The sensor tip reacts with the glucose in the interstitial
fluid to generate an electrical current that is
proportional to the glucose concentration. The current
is converted to a glucose reading, based on external
calibration from a blood glucose meter (glucometer).8
The glucose concentration is measured every 10
seconds and averaged every five minutes. The sensor
attaches to a wireless radio transmitter that
communicates the average reading to the insulin pump
unit up to 288 times per day.9 The pump displays the
reading, the direction of the glucose trend, and sounds
alarms when high- or low-glucose values are detected.
The pump can also calculate recommended insulin
doses, which the patient can accept or modify.9
Readings from the CGMS are not intended to be used
to make therapy adjustments. A conventional
glucometer reading is needed before making
adjustments because there is a lag of up to 10 minutes
in glucose concentration in the interstitial fluid relative
to the concentration in the blood.7 Furthermore,
readings from the sensor may be less accurate in the
hypoglycemic range.10
Combining continuous glucose readings with CSII has
several advantages. An open-loop insulin delivery
system could administer insulin in a manner more like
that of a functioning pancreas.6 This would allow
tighter glycemic control, which has been shown to
significantly reduce the risk of complications
associated with diabetes.11 Open-loop systems are an
incremental step towards a fully closed-loop system,
also known as an artificial pancreas, where insulin
dosages would be automatically adjusted, rather than
requiring patient input.7

Regulatory Status
The Paradigm Real-Time System (Medtronic Minimed
of Canada, Mississauga, ON) was licensed in Canada
in July 2007.12 Individual system components were
already licensed here.12 The Paradigm Real-Time
System received US premarket approval in April
2006.5 It is also available in Europe and Australia.

Patient Group
It is estimated that less than 10% of all individuals with
diabetes would benefit from pump therapy13,14 and be
candidates for open-loop insulin delivery. CSII is
recommended for individuals with type 1 diabetes who
fail to achieve adequate control of blood glucose using
multiple doses of insulin and who have the motivation

and competence to use an insulin pump.13 Continuous
glucose monitoring may benefit those who have
hypoglycemic unawareness, poor or variable control, or
nocturnal hypoglycemia. Individuals who are pregnant,
those with recurrent severe hypoglycemia, and
individuals who adjust their medication dosages
themselves may also benefit from using CGMS, with or
without CSII.15

Current Practice
The 2003 Canadian Diabetes Association (CDA)
guidelines do not address the use of open-loop insulin
delivery systems. They do, however, provide direction on
the use of CSII and CGMS. The guidelines regard CSII as
a safe and effective means of delivering intensive insulin
therapy to adults and children, and state that CSII may
have advantages over other means of intensive therapy.16
Intensive insulin therapy with three to four daily injections
or CSII should be considered to achieve glycemic targets
in adults.16 For children with type 1 diabetes, the
guidelines state that consideration should be given to
implementing CSII therapy for reasons relating to quality
of life, or if two to three daily insulin injections fail to
optimize metabolic control.16
The 2003 CDA guidelines for monitoring glycemic
control state that there is insufficient evidence to support
the widespread use of CGMS, but that it may provide
useful clinical information. At that time, the available
continuous glucose monitors did not provide real-time
readings, but stored data that could be reviewed
retrospectively. The guidelines recommend that
individuals with type 1 diabetes test blood glucose at
least three times daily when using conventional
glucometers.16 Furthermore, the guidelines state that
testing before meals, at bedtime, and intermittently after
meals and during the night can provide useful
information for adjusting insulin dosages in intensive
management with multiple daily injections of insulin
(MDI) or CSII.16 These guidelines are under review, and
revised guidelines are expected in 2008.

The Evidence
The Paradigm Real-Time System was evaluated in adults
or children with poorly controlled type 1 diabetes and
compared to MDI or CSII combined with conventional
glucometer readings, also known as self-monitoring of
blood glucose (SMBG) (Table 1).17-20 Clinically important
and statistically significant improvements in A1c from
baseline were observed with the Paradigm Real-Time
System. An improvement in A1c was also seen with either
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MDI or CSII combined with SMBG. The magnitude of
the change in A1c from baseline to follow-up with the
Paradigm Real-Time System was larger than that of the
comparator in three of the four studies,17-19 but one study
did not report whether the difference was statistically
significant.19 Compliance with the use of the sensor
appeared to be important in reaching the target20 or in
achieving a clinically significant decrease in A1c.18
Patient-reported outcomes with the Paradigm Real-Time
System were also favourable.19
The generalizability of conclusions from the studies in
Table 1 may be limited by small sample sizes,
inclusion of inexperienced pump users, and selection of
patients who had poor glycemic control at baseline.
Furthermore, two studies may be reporting results from
the same group of adolescents.18,20 Achieving A1c
targets in diabetes requires motivation and strict
adherence to self-care regimens, regardless of the
technology used. The studies17-20 did not evaluate
whether the Paradigm Real-Time System improved
adherence or increased the likelihood of reaching
glycemic targets. Two larger phase IV randomized
controlled trials are underway to compare the Paradigm
Real-Time System to MDI in terms of change in A1c,
incidence and frequency of hypoglycemia, glucose
variability, quality of life, and economic outcomes over
six and 12 months.21,22
The Paradigm Real-Time System has also been
evaluated in uncontrolled studies where improvements
in glycemic control23 and reductions in the number of
symptomatic hypoglycemic episodes24 compared to
baseline were observed. The system was rated
favourably for acceptability and ease of use.25

Adverse Effects
The risks associated with CSII include hypoglycemia,
diabetic ketoacidosis, rare instances of pump malfunction,
needle or catheter occlusion, and infection.32 The
frequency of hypoglycemia and diabetic ketoacidosis with
CSII is similar to that of MDI.32,33 The most frequently
reported adverse events with CGMS include itching or
skin irritation, redness, bleeding, bruising, and discomfort
at the site of sensor insertion.7,28 Infections occur in
approximately 1% of individuals.28

Administration and Cost
Regular or fast-acting insulin is administered using a
pump to maintain a basal level of insulin and deliver
bolus doses when required.33 Depending on the amount

of insulin needed, the pump’s reservoir can hold up to
six days’ supply.33 The infusion set for the insulin pump
and the sensor for the CGMS must be replaced every
three days, as indicated in the product labelling.4,7,33
The Paradigm Real-Time System, which costs
approximately C$7,500, is similar in price to the
Paradigm 522 and 722 insulin pumps alone.9 In addition,
the pump accessories cost approximately C$2,400 to
$3,000 annually.33 This excludes the cost of the CGMS
sensors and SMBG to calibrate the sensors. If sensors
were worn daily and changed every three days,34 10
sensors would be used each month. This would make the
cost of sensors about C$5,700 annually. The use of
sensors for a longer period (six days rather than three) is
being investigated35 and would reduce the annual cost of
CGMS sensors by about one-half.

Concurrent Developments
External subcutaneous closed-loop and implantable
closed-loop systems are under development.36 An
implantable system would deliver insulin into the
peritoneum. This is advantageous because rapid
absorption and direct delivery to the hepatic circulation
could occur.37 Although less invasive, there is a delay in
insulin absorption and action with the subcutaneous
closed-loop system, which may limit its use.38 The results
from initial studies of subcutaneous and fully implantable
closed-loop insulin delivery systems are promising.39-41
The insulin pump component of the implantable closedloop system is available in Europe.42
Islet cell transplantation, which replaces the nonfunctioning insulin-producing cells of the pancreas, has
had initial success in achieving insulin independence
for patients with type 1 diabetes, but insulin
independence has not been sustained in the long term.
This treatment is further limited by the availability of
islet cells for transplant and by the requirement for
lifelong immunosuppressive therapy after the
procedure.43 Islet cell neogenesis is also under
investigation.14

Rate of Technology Diffusion
Although open-loop insulin delivery systems may offer
advantages over other approaches to insulin delivery and
glucose monitoring, the uptake of this technology may
be limited by several factors. First, unless public funding
is available, the cost of the Paradigm Real-Time System
and supplies may be prohibitive for most individuals.
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Table 1: Randomized studies of the Paradigm Real-Time System*
Authors

Participants

Lee et al, 200717

16 insulin pump-naïve
adults with type 1 DM

Study Design
15-week randomized study
comparing the Paradigm RealTime system (n=8) to MDI with
SMBG (n=8)
All participants received an
educational intervention

28 insulin pump-naïve
adults with poorly
controlled type 1 DM

Peyrot and Rubin,
200719 (Abstract)

40 adolescents with
poorly controlled type 1
DM who were
experienced pump users

Buckingham et al,
200718 (Abstract)

16-week randomized study
comparing an integrated RealTime CGMS and CSII with the
Paradigm 722 insulin pump
(n=14) to MDI with SMBG
(n=14)

6-month randomized study
comparing an integrated RealTime CGMS and CSII with the
Paradigm 722 insulin pump
(n=20) to CSII with SMBG
(n=20)

Outcomes
Change in A1c from baseline:
Paradigm Real-Time System: 9.45 ± 0.55 at baseline
to 7.4 ± 0.66 (p<0.001)
MDI with SMBG: 8.58 ± 1.30 at baseline to 7.5 ±
1.01 (p=0.04)
p-value for between-groups comparison: 0.02
Change in A1c from baseline:
CSII and CGMS: -1.8%
MDI with SMBG: -1.0%
p-value for between-groups comparison: not reported
Patient-reported outcomes: CGMS and CSII group
had greater improvements in ratings of satisfaction
and more positive attitudes towards blood glucose
monitoring and insulin delivery than with the MDI
with SMBG group (p<0.05)
Change in A1c from baseline:
CSII and CGMS: 8.8% at baseline to 8.0% (p=NS)
CSII and SMBG: 8.6% at baseline to 8.2% (p=NS)
p-value for between groups comparison: 0.01
Hypoglycemia:
The difference in the number of severe hypoglycemic
events was not statistically significant between groups
The CSII and CGMS group spent significantly less
time in the hypoglycemic range at follow-up relative
to the CSII and SMBG group (p<0.001)

Hirsch et al, 200720
(Abstract)

98 adults and 40
adolescents with poorly
controlled type 1 DM

6-month randomized study
comparing an integrated RealTime CGMS and CSII with the
Paradigm 722 insulin pump to
CSII with SMBG.†

Hyperglycemia:
Differences between groups were not statistically
significant at follow-up
Change in A1c from baseline:
CSII and CGMS: 8.5% at baseline to 7.8% (p<0.001)
CSII and SMBG: 8.4% at baseline to 7.8% (p<0.001)
p-value for between groups comparison: NS
Percent reaching A1c <7.0%:
CSII and CGMS: 28%
CSII and SMBG: 19% (p=0.02)
Hypoglycemia:
The difference in the number of severe hypoglycemic
events was not statistically significant between groups
CSII and CGMS group spent significantly less time in
the hypoglycemic range at follow-up relative to the
CSII and SMBG group (p<0.001)

CGMS=continuous glucose monitoring system; CSII= continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion; DM=diabetes mellitus; MDI=multiple daily
injections; NS=not significant; SMBG=self-monitoring of blood glucose
*Other studies were identified that used both CGMS and CSII, but the two technologies were not combined as an open-loop system because the
26-31
CGMS sensor did not communicate with the insulin pump or the pump did not display real-time blood glucose readings
† The sample size of each group was not reported
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The Paradigm Real-Time System does not reduce or
eliminate the need for SMBG, because metered blood
glucose measurements must be used to calibrate the
system at the time of insertion of a new sensor, as well
as three to four times daily, and for insulin dose
adjustment.7 Thus, the CGMS creates additional
monitoring costs, rather than substituting for SMBG.
Evidence is still needed to show that open-loop insulin
delivery can reduce other health care costs, such as
those arising from emergency room visits,
hospitalizations, and diabetic complications.
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Implementation Issues
To use open-loop systems effectively, individuals must
be highly motivated to control their blood sugar, willing
to assume control of daily care, understand how to use
the pump, self-monitor appropriately, and know what to
do with the data.44 For some individuals, an open-loop
insulin delivery system may be too demanding. It is
recommended that CSII be prescribed, implemented,
and followed by a team of health care providers who are
skilled in this area and who can provide support to the
user.44 Such health care professionals are unavailable in
some jurisdictions or health regions, although diabetes
care delivered via telehealth could overcome this
inequity in access to services. Recently available
software allows patients to upload monitoring data for
health care providers to access and analyze over the
Internet. This innovation could provide a mechanism for
remote monitoring of individuals who use continuous
glucose monitoring systems.
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